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Respected Readers,
We greatly acknowledge your interest in the first
newsletter of PAJCCI and your feedback has further
strengthened our confidence to pursue excellence.
Since its formation in February 2012, PAJCCI has
launched a number of initiatives with special relevance
to enhancing bi-lateral economic ties between the two
neighboring nations, Pakistan and Afghanistan.
This quarter has been an eventful one starting from
APTTA review meeting with the Stakeholders in
September 2012 followed by presenting and discussing
important findings from these sessions in 3rd Board
meeting of PAJCCI in October 2012 at Kabul. The
newsletter includes a feature that would elaborate upon
this historically significant move by PAJCCI whereby
business community from across the border deliberated
on core issues pending since long and resolved eight
most pressing issues amicably. The same joint
resolutions were then presented in APTTCA meeting
held in October 2012 at Islamabad.
Most importantly, for the convenience of diverse
stakeholders APTTA document was translated into Urdu,
Dari and Pashto and all versions are now available on
PAJCCI's website (under Knowledge Center:
Regulations). In order to attain first hand feedback,
directors of PAJCCI led by Engr. Daroo Khan Achakzai,
Vice President PAJCCI also visited Torkham and Wagah
Borders respectively.

The performance shown by PAJCCI has been instrumental in building and further
strengthening its brand image by ensuring B2B linkages between the business
communities across the border. As an initiative, first trade delegation arrived from
Afghanistan in July 2012 and in reciprocity, Pakistan Chapter under leadership of Mr.
Muhammad Zubair Motiwala took a high level delegation of 31 members to Afghanistan
during October 7-11, 2012. The report deliberating upon the complete visit is also part of
this newsletter.
PAJCCI has been successful in setting up a platform for enhancing regional trade and as a
result Turkey has shown keenness to engage itself with PAJCCI in trilateral arrangements
and further Tajikistan is also interested in the similar agreement.
During the quarter, PAJCCI was immensely vocal as a strong representative body of the
business community across the border, be it at Inter-Ministerial meetings at Ministry of
Commerce; while meeting several ambassadors or by being present at an USAID Trade
Project meeting on “APTTA Implementation and CAREC Corridor 5 for Transit to Central
Asia”.
This still does not suffice and more initiatives need to be undertaken as new challenges
are being unfolded and every other day new reforms in this regard are being taken into
consideration. PAJCCI has left no stones unturned to be proactive in its approach and
professional in its execution. In its efforts to further develop the baseline to enhance trade
and investment between the two countries, first Joint Business Perception Survey was
initiated and completed in December 2012. The total respondent size was 54 including
stakeholders and government officials from both the countries. The final draft was
transformed into an International Edition that was launched on January 2, 2013 at the
Economic Cooperation Conference organized by PAJCCI in Islamabad. The final version
having English, Dari, Pashto and Urdu would be launched by the end of January 2013 and
will be circulated amongst all stakeholders. The first Economic Cooperation Conference
provided a forum for discussion and exchange of ideas for the political leadership,
economic decision makers and the international development partners. The conference
was very well-received and presenters from across the border deliberated on the issues of
common concerns and showed keen interest in resolving the same.
Mr. Muhammad Zubair Motiwala, President and Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai, Co-President of
Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Chamber of Commerce & Industry (PAJCCI) along with board
members called-on H.E. Raja Pervez Ashraf, Prime Minister, Islamic Republic of Pakistan
on January 1st, 2013. The call-group consisted of PAJCCI's board members and
governmental dignitaries from Afghanistan.
The current membership status of PAJCCI is approximately 243 approved members of
Pakistan Chapter and 99 approved members of Afghanistan Chapter. The membership
renewal year of PAJCCI is April March and now renewals of PAJCCI membership is in
process.
We hope that this newsletter will help us in receiving feedback and support from our
readers, whom PAJCCI views as its partners in progress.

PAJCCI's First Stakeholders' Review Meeting of APTTA 2010
In its initiative to review APTTA 2010, PAJCCI organized first review meeting of stakeholders
in order to acquire first hand feedback from the business community. Mr. M. Zubair
Motiwala, President - PAJCCI elaborated that APTTA is a major agreement specifically with
reference to transit trade and it is vital to get the agreement tuned to the requirements of
businesses transacting across the border, most importantly if parallel regime of trade has to
be discouraged between the two countries.

In its initiative to review APTTA 2010, PAJCCI organized first review meeting of stakeholders
in order to acquire first hand feedback from the business community. Mr. M. Zubair
Motiwala, President - PAJCCI elaborated that APTTA is a major agreement specifically with
reference to transit trade and it is vital to get the agreement tuned to the requirements of
businesses transacting across the border, most importantly if parallel regime of trade has
to be discouraged between the two countries.
The meeting was held in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa on September 6, 2012 and the session was
chaired by Mr. Usman Bashir Bilour, Vice President PAJCCI. Other members included Engr.
Daroo Khan Achakzai, Vice President PAJCCI, Mr. A.Q. Khalil, Mr. Zia Sarhadi, Mr. Abdul
Quyyum Kakar and Ms. Faiza (Secretary General, PAJCCI). Mr. Afan Aziz, President KPCCI
also attended the session. The stakeholders in attendance were traders, clearing /
forwarding agents, transporters, members of PAJCCI, officials from customs and Assistant
Political Agentetc.

Mr. Usman Bilour demanded that the concerns of business community on new
Afghanistan Pakistan Transit Trade Agreement (APTTA) be removed and effective
measures taken to eradicate trade barriers so that commerce between the two countries
and Central Asian Countries (CARs) could flourish.
Mr. A. Q. Khalil, Director PAJCCI and Member of the Advisory Committee referred that
APTTA 2010 is an important document between the two countries, which defines
business playing field but unfortunately business stakeholders were not involved and
their actual demands are not truly reflected in the agreement, causing rift between all
stakeholders involved in the process. Therefore it was considered vital by PAJCCI's
Executive body to help provide such platform to stakeholders for their inputs and
suggestions.
During the meeting, feedback was collected and later was organized in a form of
summary of reservations to be discussed in upcoming board meeting in October 2012.
Mr. Zubair Motiwala articulated that inputs and reservations from both the sides of the
border, as compiled in form of discussion summary, will be discussed in Board Meeting
and then a final comprehensive draft proposition will be presented to the respective
Ministries in both the countries for devising proper reforms. He believed that reforms in
APTTA 2010 will greatly pave ways in facilitating the businesses in both the countries and
will significantly help strengthen bi-lateral economic relations between the two
countries. He also reinforced that the PAJCCI board will sought meeting with the
Secretary - Ministry of Commerce, Mr. Munir Qureshi after submitting the draft
propositions to further discuss this matter.

PAJCCI's High Level Trade Delegation to Kabul
October 7-11, 2012
The first trade delegation of PAJCCI reached Kabul from Pakistan on October 7, 2012. The high
level 31-member trade delegation led by President PAJCCI, Mr. M. Zubair Motiwala comprised of
various business segments from Pakistan. The prime objective of this visit was to provide an
opportunity to the business community across the border to interact with each other for mutually
beneficial bi-lateral economic deals.
During the stay, the 3rd Board Meeting of PAJCCI was held where historical decisions were taken
specifically with respect to APTTA 2010. In the meeting, members from both the sides under
visionary leadership of President PAJCCI, Mr. Muhammad Zubair Motiwala and Co-President, Mr.
Khan Jan Alkozai amicably resolved those issues which were pending since long between the two
countries. These resolutions were transformed into a unanimously agreed concept paper and
were presented by the representatives from both sides and board members of PAJCCI at the
APTTCA meeting held in Islamabad on October 11 and 12, 2012.
At the board meeting, representatives from British High Commission, USAID, US Embassy and
Pakistan Embassy Kabul were also present to observe the discussion specifically pertaining to
APTTA 2010 and related resolutions.
Pakistan Afghanistan joint trade delegation meeting was held on October 8, 2012 in Kabul where
delegates were provided platform to interact with businessmen from their respective sectors,
across the border. The delegates from Pakistan were welcomed by Co-President PAJCCI,
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Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai followed by speeches of President PAJCCI, Mr. Zubair Motiwala; Deputy
Minister for Trade Ministry of Commerce & Industries Afghanistan, Mr. Mozammil Shinwari; and
Deputy Ambassador British Embassy Kabul, Mr. Nic Hailey. Mr. Wafiullah Iftikhar, CEO/ PresidentAfghanistan Investment Support Agency (AISA) was also present at the event. Speakers marked
this event as historic and appreciated the initiative of PAJCCI and hoped that this will serve as a
beginning to enhancement of bi-lateral ties between the two nations. At this platform, Mr.
Motiwala elaborated on the vision behind establishment of this unique chamber and stated that
this is the first step towards strengthening the business relationship between the two
neighboring states whereby the business potential is estimated at $10bn but due to political
upheavals and certain policiesit is currently hovering around $2.5bn only. He stressed that with
the employment of appropriate fiscal measures, eradication of harassment by involved agencies,
rationalization of tariffs and by improving other allied governmental policies, the remarkable
achievements may be attained and this important trade delegation is a means to this vital
purpose i.e. satiating the mutual business desires of businesses across the border.
Mr. Motiwala believed that this important break through and initiative of PAJCCI will support in
eradicating the parallel trade and will significantly advance main stream business. It will also help
businesses on both the sides by resolving their common issues related to customs, transit trade,
smuggling and lack of trust with the help and commitment of PAJCCI's Executive body.
Mr. Motiwala also applauded Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai, Co-President PAJCCI for being fundamental
force behind convincing H.E. Mr. Hamid Karzai to extend the multiple business visa facility to
Pakistani businessmen. The delegation was grateful to President Islamic Republic of Afghanistan,
H.E. Mr. Hamid Karzai, on such an important announcement which was a long standing demand of
the business community in Pakistan. The businesses, who are members of PAJCCI, will receive 6
month’s multiple entry visa by Afghan Embassy on the recommendation by PAJCCI. Mr. Motiwala
also requested to extend this facility to one-year and later to five-year making it easier for the
business community to interact across the border.
The Trade Delegation meeting was followed by B2B networking meeting amongst different
business sectors giving platform to all delegates to explore common business opportunities
available in Afghanistan. Later this evening, His Excellency Mohammad Sadiq, Ambassador of

Pakistan in Kabul hosted a dinner in the honor of Pakistani trade delegation and Afghan
counterparts of PAJCCI. Mr. A. Hossain Faheem, Chairman ACCI was also present at the
event. The delegates were also given tour of the Embassy building and made aware of the

historical transformation and rejuvenation of this building. Mr. Mohammad Sadiq also agreed to
dedicate space for the display centre at the Embassy for the Pakistani traders ensuring exposure
to the Pakistani businesses in Afghanistan.
The delegation was also invited to Ministry of Commerce and Industry Afghanistan by Mr.
Mozammil Shinwari, Deputy Minister of Trade and, Afghanistan Investment Support Agency by
Mr. Wafiullah Iftikhar where they interacted with businessmen across the border and
representatives from other ministries. At this instance, President- Afghanistan Investment
Support Agency agreed to sign Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with PAJCCI for common
business investments, joint ventures and rejuvenating sick industrial units of Afghanistan. The
MoU is under preparation and will be signed by representatives from both the sides soon.
Delegation later visited Afghanistan
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ACCI)
and met board directors of ACCI. Mr. A.
Hossain Faheem, Chairman ACCI and Mr.
Mohammad Qurban Haqjo, CEO ACCI
welcomed the delegates and presented
national mementos to them.
Mr. Muhammad Zubair Motiwala, President PAJCCI with other board directors and Secretary
General also visited US Embassy in Kabul and met Mr. Joel Reifman, Senior Deputy Coordinating
Director for Development and Economic Affairs; Ms. Karin McFarland, Trade Development
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Officer USAID and Mr. Shante J. Moore, Deputy
Economic Counselor. He explained the motive
of this important visit and also shared with
them the historical achievement of resolving
the most critical issues faced by businesses
across the border amicably at the board
meeting. He also sought support of US Embassy
in facilitating the process of enhancing bilateral ties between the two countries whereby
Mr. Joel showed his confidence in the Executive
body of PAJCCI and assured commitment and support by US Embassy.
Mr. Zubair also met Mr. Abdul Qayoom Bassam, Director of Private Sector, Ministry of Agriculture,
Irrigation and Livestock to discuss common agro-business opportunities and deliberated about
joint support for the upcoming AgFair in Afghanistan in November 2012 specially designed for
different segments related to Agro-business.
During board meeting, it was also finalized that a trade survey must be conducted between the
two countries and also a Joint Economic Co-operation Conference may be held in first quarter of
2013. It was also mutually agreed that PAJCCI will open its regional offices soon and would make
special committees for joint venture, standing committee for trading houses to support small and
medium size exporters and committee to look after establishment and management of Business
Display Centre at Embassy.
The delegates also shared their feedback with the Executive body of PAJCCI on the last day before
departure and shown confidence in the leadership and appreciated organizing and planning of
PAJCCI Secretariat-Pakistan Chapter.
This delegation was the leap forward towards
the enhancement of bi-lateral ties between
the two countries and has paved ways for
others to take initiative and follow suit for the
greater benefit of both the countries.
The delegation departed on October 11, 2012
for Pakistan accompanied by Commercial
Attache and staff of Pakistan Embassy in Kabul.
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APTTA 2010 Resolution Presented by
PAJCCI at APTTCA Meeting
A feedback draft was prepared by both the chapters on APTTA 2010 after stakeholders'
consultation meetings. It was then presented during PAJCCI's 3rd Board Meeting at Kabul,
Afghanistan on October 9, 2012. In the meeting, members from both the sides under
visionary leadership of President PAJCCI, Mr. Muhammad Zubair Motiwala and CoPresident, Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai amicably resolved those issues which were pending since
long between the two countries. With the foresight to sort out concerns of business
communities across the border, the board unanimously agreed on 8 most important
resolutions relating to the most pressing issues of insurance and bank guarantees,
responsibility of bonded carriers, installation of trackers and chips, relaxation in detention
charges with respect to shipping, issues related to partial and delayed shipment, problems
with respect to physical inspection, hindrances in process of amendments and allowing
Afghan trucks to reach Wagah border.
These resolutions were also shared with Ministry of Commerce, Afghanistan and were
greatly appreciated by Mr. Mozammil Shinwari, Deputy Minister for Commerce &
Industry, Government of Islamic Republic of Afghanistan. The resolutions were
presentedin a form of unanimously agreed concept paper by the board members of
PAJCCI (from both the chapters) at the 3rd meeting of APTTCA held in Islamabad on
October 11 and 12, 2012.
The meeting was headed by Mr. Fazal Abbas Maken, Additional Secretary, Ministry of
Commerce, Government of Islamic Republic of Pakistan and Mr. Mozammil Shinwari,
Deputy Minister for Commerce & Industry, Government of Islamic Republic of
Afghanistan. As an outcome of the deliberations held during APTTCA meeting, several
pending issues were resolved in a congenial manner.
Most importantly on the request of Afghan side for facilitation of Afghan importers in
clearance of their transit consignments at Karachi, Pakistan side agreed to constitute a
Committee comprising Custom officials, Afghan Commercial attaché at Karachi, and two
representatives of PAJCCI (one each from Afghanistan and Pakistan) for resolving
operational issues. PAJCCI has therefore nominated Haji Attiqullah Mominzada, Vice
President (Afghan Chapter) and Haji Hameedullah, Director (Pakistan Chapter) for the said
committee.
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President PAJCCI Met Representatives from US Consulate
The mutual need to have stabilized “Afghanistan” especially in form of trading and economic
partner was discussed in detail during a meeting of Mr. Muhammad Zubair Motiwala, President
PAJCCI with Mr. Jonathan T. Ward, Consul Economic and Commercial Affairs, Ms. Kara Babrowski,
Economic Officer and Malik Muhammad Attiq, Commercial Specialist from US Consulate
General, Karachi. Mr. Junaid Makda, Director PAJCCI and Ms. Faiza Nasir, Secretary General
PAJCCI was also present at the meeting.
Mr. Motiwala elaborated on PAJCCI Pakistan Chapter visit to Afghanistan with high level, 31member trade delegation from October 7-11, 2012. The prime objective of this visit was to
provide an opportunity to the business community across the border to interact with each other
for mutually beneficial bi-lateral economic deals.
At this platform, Mr. Motiwala elaborated on the vision behind establishment of this chamber
and stressed that with the employment of appropriate measures the fruitful business outcomes
may be attained between the two countries. As the business potential across the border is
estimated at $10bn but due to political upheavals and certain policies it is currently hovering
around $2.5bn only.
He further elaborated upon the historical decisions taken specifically with respect to APTTA 2010
during PAJCCI's 3rd Board meeting, which were also presented jointly at the APTTCA meeting
held in Islamabad on October 11 and 12, 2012.
Mr. Motiwala elaborated that significant business opportunities exists between the two
countries and frequent visits in form of such delegations and participation in form of seminars
and conferences will surely improve the bi-lateral relations.
He also informed the representatives of US Consulate regarding a joint trade survey that will be
conducted between the two countries and also a Joint Economic Co-operation Conference will be
held in January 2013 deliberating on important issues related to trade, investment, transfer of
expertise and technology between the two nations.
Mr. Jonathan appreciated efforts of PAJCCI and ensured support on behalf of US Consulate in
future endeavors.
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Establishment of Tri-Lateral Chamber of Commerce
(Pakistan-Afghanistan-Turkey) Discussed
The possibility of having “Afghanistan” in form of trading and economic partner was discussed in detail
during a meeting between H.E. Mr. Murat M. Onart, Consul General of Turkey in Karachi, Pakistan and Mr.
Muhammad Zubair Motiwala, President PAJCCI.
The President of PAJCCI elaborated on the background of establishment of this unique Chamber and
objectives of this entity to facilitate bi-lateral trade between the two nations and to pave ways for peace
process in the region. He also shed light on impediments faced by the business communities across the
border that are significantly affecting the economies of both the countries. He also voiced the concerns
that it is vital for this Chamber to receive support and feedback from all esteemed entities like Turkish
Consulate in order to strengthen the regional block. Mr. Motiwala also elaborated upon the recent hi-level
Trade Delegation of Pakistani business entities to Afghanistan and highlighted opportunities available for
doing business and trading in Afghanistan.
During the meeting, H.E. Mr. Murat established
that creation of a triangular arrangement
between the three countries (Pakistan,
Afghanistan and Turkey) for strengthening the
trade relations will be the ulterior goal. He
further communicated the keen interest
shown by Turkish Ambassador, H.E. M. Babur
Hizlan, in the progress of PAJCCI and believed
that a tripartite arrangement in form of joint
chamber between Pakistan, Afghanistan and
Turkey will be greatly welcomed.
President PAJCCI extended invitation to Turkish Ambassador and Consul General for an upcoming
Economic Cooperation Conference of PAJCCI in Islamabad in January 2013 to further discuss this
opportunity in the presence of Afghan counterparts so that future strategies may be devised in this
context.
On the occasion, Mr. Haroon Agar (President KCCI), Mr. A. Q. Khalil (Director), Mr. Talat Mahmood
(Director), and Ms. Faiza Nasir (Secretary General, PAJCCI) were also present.

PAJCCI Representation at USAID Trade Project Meeting on
“APTTA Implementation and CAREC Corridor 5
for Transit to Central Asia”
In December 2012, USAID Trade Project planned a meeting in Islamabad where Mr. Muhammad Zubair
Motiwala, President; Mr. Usman Bashir Bilour, Vice President; Engr. Daroo Khan Achakzai, Vice President
and Mrs. Faiza Nasir, Secretary General were invited.
The meeting was attended by USAID Pakistan, USAID Afghanistan, USAID counterpart project in
Afghanistan namely TAFA, Pakistan Custom and representatives from FBR. Mr. Zubair Motiwala shared
with them the concept behind establishment of this Unique Chamber, its work profile, recent trade
delegation visit to Afghanistan and PAJCCI's efforts to strengthen bilateral ties between Pakistan and
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Afghanistan. He also elaborated on joint Business Perception Trade Survey which is being conducted and
its resultants would be presented in upcoming Economic Cooperation Conference planned by PAJCCI in
first week of January 2013.
He also informed the forum about APTTA stakeholders' meeting held in Peshawar in September 2012,
whereby draft proposition was prepared for discussion at board meeting level. Mr. Motiwala elaborated
that during PAJCCI's 3rd board meeting in Kabul, same issues and their solutions were discussed in detail
and through constructive deliberations, joint resolutions were developed by both the Chapters which
were then presented at APTTCA meeting in October 2012. He then shared the summary document of
resolutions and minutes of APTTCA meeting with the USAID and customs' representatives.
Mr. Usman Bilour, Vice President also deliberated on the initiatives of PAJCCI in such a short span of time
and tried to portray image of local businessmen and the impediments they faced along with law and order
situation and sought help of USAID to facilitate the peaceful bilateral discussions.
Mr. Motiwala extended them invite for the conference and inquired from them as to how USAID can help
this project and what future activities may be done in coordination. He also responded to issues raised by
FBR and customs at the forum.

Meeting between Pakistan AmbassadorKabul and PAJCCI Delegation
The meeting was held between PAJCCI Co-President Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai and Pakistan Ambassador in
Kabul, H.E. Mr. Mohammad Sadiq on 24 December, 2012 at Ambassador House, Kabul. Mr. Ahmadullah
Afghan, Executive Director- PAJCCI Afghan Chapter was also present at the meeting.
During the meeting, promotion of bilateral trade and issues faced by traders of both the countries were
discussed.
Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai, Co-President PAJCCI, elaborated that enhancement of bi-lateral trade is very
important and would be beneficial for both the countries. In addition, the problems and issues faced by
Afghan traders in Pakistan were also discussed with the Ambassador and Mr. Alkozai requested
Ambassador for his support in ensuring facilitation to Afghan traders in Pakistan.
Mr. Alkozai also informed the Ambassador regarding
problems faced by Pakistani traders in Afghanistan
lately and stated that PAJCCI tried and resolved those
issues and facilitated them accordingly. Mr. Alkozai
further requested that Pakistani Embassy should
extend multiple entry visa for six months and one year
to Afghani traders. In response to this, H.E.
Ambassador of Pakistan assured that Pakistan
Embassy will issue visa accordingly to all traders on the
recommendation of PAJCCI Kabul.
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Pak-Afghan Bilateral and Transit Trade
Business Perception Survey - 2012
Pakistan and Afghanistan share a long history
of trade through both formal and informal
channels. Formal bilateral trade has been
rising in recent years; from $170 million in
2000-01 to $2508 million in 2010-11, with
trade balance visibly in Pakistan's favour.
The signing of the new transit trade agreement
between Afghanistan and Pakistan in 2010 in
the current geo-political environment has
been termed as a major diplomatic
accomplishment for both countries. However,
problems persist especially in terms of
operations and ensuring stability and growth
in cross-border trade and investment.
Pakistan-Afghanistan Joint Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (PAJCCI) since its
inception is focussing on several initiatives that
can help resolve the issues between the two
nations. Amongst other things, the joint body
aims to double the bilateral trade volume and
work towards increasing the ease of doing business. As a part of its broader work plan,
PAJCCI engaged itself in conducting a joint business perception survey across the border.
The survey was completed in December 2012 and became basis for PAJCCI's first
Economic Co-operation Conference held on January 2, 2013 at Islamabad.
This study was the first step towards ensuring constructive engagement between
business communities across borders. This report also captures trends in bilateral trade
as well as recent developments in the post-APTTA agreement. Fifty four face to face indepth interviews were conducted with respondents in Afghanistan (Kabul, Qandahar, and
Jalalabad) and Pakistan (Peshawar, Chaman, and Karachi). A major contribution of this
study is its reliance on the opinions of leading businessmen, entrepreneurs, as well as
government officials from both Afghanistan and Pakistan. It is hoped that this report will
provide credible foundations for undertaking an advocacy agenda to promote bilateral
trade while addressing the concerns of the trading communities of both the countries.
At the conference, the survey was launched in English language only whereas the final
version of the Survey is under process and will be available in four languages: English,
Dari, Pashto and Urdu.
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Call-on of PAJCCI to
H.E. Raja Pervez Ashraf Prime Minister,
Islamic Republic of Pakistan
Mr. Muhammad Zubair Motiwala, President and Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai, Co-President of
Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Chamber of Commerce & Industry (PAJCCI) along with board
members called-on H.E. Raja Pervez Ashraf, Prime Minister, Islamic Republic of Pakistan
on January 1st, 2013. The call-group consisted of PAJCCI's board members and
governmental dignitaries from Afghanistan who were visiting Islamabad to attend a very
important Conference between the two countries organized by PAJCCI.
Mr. Motiwala thanked Prime Minister on behalf of the delegation and briefed Prime
Minister on the inception of this very Unique Chamber. He stated that PAJCCI is a historical
milestone as it has opened up doors for other regional countries to join this forum. Mr.
Zubair Motiwala further apprised the Prime Minister that in last four years trade between
Pakistan and Afghanistan has enhanced from $ 1.5 million to $ 2.5 million and certainly
the potential is more than $ 10 billion, if conducive atmosphere is provided to both the
business communities.

While informing the Prime Minister, Mr. Motiwala elaborated upon various initiatives
taken by PAJCCI in such a short span of time including Stakeholders' review meeting on
APTTA, presentation of joint resolutions in recent APTTCA meeting and exchange of trade
delegations between the two countries for strengthening bi-lateral economic ties
between the two countries.
At this instance, Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai, Co-President stressed upon strategic importance of
Pakistan for Afghanistan as a trading and transit partner. But he also mentioned that But
due to several hindrances the business is being diverted to Iran causing immense business
loss and unemployment in Pakistan especially in the border areas. He stated that we are
indebted to Pakistan for all the help and facilitation and intend to enhance mainstream
trade and help curb the parallel trade regime, but the government should give attention
on those issues which are disturbing the business flow. He also brought into focus recent
issue of 3000 containers that were stuck up at the Karachi Port and needed immediate
attention for resolution.
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Mr. Mozammil Shinwari, Deputy Minister for Trade Ministry of Commerce & Industries
stated that just like Pakistan, Afghanistan government is also keen to establish bi-lateral
economic ties. He elaborated that case of withheld containers is one of the most
disturbing factors and this issue is becoming more of a political issue than a technical one.
He also requested Government of Pakistan to give immediate attention for the resolution
of this issue.
Mr. Motiwala then drew the attention of the Prime Minister towards rationalization of
custom tariff to reduce smuggling, adoption of fiscal reforms by both the sides,
constitution of a mechanism for mediation of disputes, inclusion of representative of
PAJCCI in bilateral talks, establishment of special economic zone at Pak-Afghan border,
establishment of dry ports, development of infrastructure especially of Railway and
improvement in the condition of Quetta-Chaman Road. Mr. Motiwala further requested
to keep custom posts at the Pak-Afghan border functional,seven days of the week, to
facilitate the business across the border.
President PAJCCI also focused on resolving confusionpertaining to T1 and GD in light of
recent APTTCA resolution. He also requested waiver of Police Verification Certificate that
is required from Afghan nationals visiting Pakistan. Mr. Motiwala further specified that
joint ventures may be initiated between the two countries especially in the areas of
Railway system development and Electricity Production.

Honorable Prime Minister welcomed the delegation and termed establishment of such an
important Chamber as very forth coming and commendable. He stated that
enhancement of bi-lateral economic ties between these two neighboring countries is
very significant and stated that “Pakistan and Afghanistan are important and
indispensable for each other.” He stated that the importance given to Afghanistan by his
government can be measured from the fact that he paid his first official visit to
Afghanistan. He termed Kabul as the most important capital for Pakistan..
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The Prime Minister, in response to a complaint by Afghan business persons that 3000
Afghan containers were stuck up at the Karachi seaport, directed the FBR Chairman to
discuss the matter with the Afghan side and get the containers released within ten days.
He also directed the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) to devise a mechanism to ensure that
containers were cleared promptly in future so that genuine trade was not affected. Mr. Ali
Arshad Hakeem, Chairman FBR, proposed that the permanent solution of this issue is
through implementation of Electronic Data Interchange between the two countries and
installation of trackers, which is already underway.
He also appreciated the proposal of setting up a special economic zone on Pakistan's side
near the Afghan border for manufacturing goods and their export to Afghanistan. He also
assured the delegation that work would be done to improve condition of the QuettaChaman Road.
The Prime Minister urged the private sector of both the countries for a proposal to
establish a dry port as well as running train services for transportation of goods between
the two countries.
The Prime Minister also directed the Ministry of Interior to exempt Afghan businessmen
travelling to Pakistan on valid visa from the provision of Police inquiry.
Prime Minister, H.E. Mr. Raja Pervez Ashraf also directed the FBR Chairman to keep
custom posts at the Pak-Afghan border open on all seven days of the week to facilitate
transportation of goods between Pakistan and Afghanistan. In response to this, Chairman
FBR also requested Afghan counter parts, in reciprocity, that they should also ensure
operations at their borders seven days a week.
The meeting was attended by Minister of State for Commerce, Secretaries of Commerce
and Interior, FBR Chairman, Ambassador of Pakistan to Afghanistan and other senior
officials.
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Dividends of Peace and Governance
Economic Cooperation Conference
January 2, 2013 Islamabad
In engaging business leaders, senior government officials, civil society representatives,
scholars, the First Economic Cooperation Conference between the two countries, with
the theme “Dividends of Peace and Governance” was conceptualized by PAJCCI in order
to present an opportunity to translate the vision of a more stable and prosperous region
through a concrete action plan, with roots in both Afghanistan and Pakistan.
In last four years, trade between the two neighboring countries has enhanced from $1.5
Million to $2.5 Million and certainly the potential is more than $10 Billion if conducive
atmosphere is provided to both the business communities. Therefore in order to identify
the perception of business communities pertaining to economic ties between the two
neighboring countries, a survey was recently conducted by PAJCCI which has provided an
instrumental platform for future strategizing and capitalizing untapped opportunities
across the border.
The Conference sought to strengthen cooperation between Pakistan and Afghanistan
pertaining to specific economic areas through informed policy discussions accompanied
by high-level commitments. Peace and trade at both sides of the border suffer as the
security issues, many a times supersedes economic and business decision-making. This
leads to loss of mutual trust and denial of wide-spread prosperity which can be made
possible through fiscal reforms and rationalization of custom tariffs across the borders,
better governance, better trade facilitation and investment in the infrastructure.
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The Conference started with sharing the outcomes of PAJCCI's first business perception
survey deliberating upon bilateral trade trends, competition and expectations; PostAPTTA developments in transit trade; governance and trade facilitation and more
importantly expected advocacy role of Government and PAJCCI in this context.
Mr. Muhammad Zubair Motiwala, President PAJCCI, in his opening speech said that there
are great opportunities for export of Cement, Textile, Food items, Oil, Furniture,
Construction material, Vegetables, Fruit Pulp, Rice, Wheat, Engineering goods in
Afghanistan. He further appealed to Construction Companies to participate in tender for
huge re-construction work going on in Afghanistan. He informed that establishing a
special economic zone on Pakistan's side near the Afghan border for manufacturing goods
and their export to Afghanistan would also increase trade. He added that the conference
has been a forum for discussion and exchange of ideas for the political leadership,
economic decision makers, experts and the international development partners. He said
that the aim of the conference was to lead towards a multi-dimensional approach to biliteral cooperation: regional Economic growth and resources corridors.
Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai, Co-President PAJCCI, elaborated that trade was playing an important
role in fostering relations between the two countries and expressed the hope that trade
between them would further enhance their existing relations. He said, 'Peace and trade
go together and we have to work on both and we will work together for regional stability
and prosperity of both countries'.
Mr. Wafiullah Iftikhar, CEO/ President, Afghanistan Investment Support Agency has said
that government of Afghanistan has always endorsed the principles of market economy
and private sector development and has therefore availed ambitious private sector
legislative programmes. On the other hand the presence and commitments of
international community to a stable, self-reliant and prosperous Afghan private sector is
also worth counting in making Afghanistan open for business. He said that government
has been steadily engaged in easing the trade and Investment procedures and developing
an efficient legal framework for investment, entrepreneurship and innovation in
Afghanistan. For the last eight years, more than 28,000 firms in different sectors have
been registered with AISA, with a total capital of $ 9 billion. Foreign direct investment
makes approximately one-third of all private investment in the country such as
Telecommunication, Airline industry, Banks, Insurance companies, Construction firms
etc. He further elaborated that Afghanistan is open to business and there are many
investment opportunities in the country. As one of the key investment support activities,
AISA regularly conducts its research activities.
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Other respected speakers who deliberated
in the Conference included Mr. Mozammil
Shinwari, Deputy Minister for Commerce
& Industry-Afghanistan; Mr. Fazal Abbas
Maken, Additional Secretary - Ministry of
Commerce- Pakistan; Mr. Sikander Ahmed
Rai, Executive Director General- Board of
Investment- Pakistan; Mr. Ahmad shah
Zamanzai, Director General- Ministry of
Finance- Afghanistan; Mr. Wahidullah
Waissi, Director Economic Affairs Ministry of Foreign Affairs- Afghanistan;
Syed Abrar Hussain, Director GeneralMinistry of Foreign Affairs-Pakistan; Mr.
Muhammad Aimal Marjan, Director
General- Ministry of ICT- Afghanistan and
Dr. Syed Ismail Shah- Member TelecomMinistry of IT & Telecom- Pakistan.
While holding Press Conference after
Economic Cooperation Conference, both
President and Co-president PAJCCI were of
the view that by keeping custom posts at
the Pak-Afghan border open on all seven
days of the week would facilitate transportation of goods between Pakistan and
Afghanistan and would mutually benefit business communities significantly across the
border.
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Press Conference of PAJCCI - Afghan Chapter in Kabul
Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai, Co-President - Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Chamber of Commerce &
Industry (PAJCCI) along with other board members of PAJCCI - Afghan Chapter, Board
members of ACCI and Presidents of all the Associations attended the press conference
organized by PAJCCI on Sunday, 6th of January 2013 in Afghanistan Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (ACCI) office. The press conference was also attended by Mr.
Wafiullah Iftikhar, CEO - Afghanistan Investment and Support Agency (AISA). This high
profile press conference was organized by PAJCCI- Afghan Chapter soon after the high
ranking delegation was returned back from Islamabad after attending PAJCCI's Economic
Co-operation Conference and Call-On meeting with H.E. Prime Minister, Islamic Republic
of Pakistan.
The press conference was chaired by Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai. He elaborated upon activities
performed by PAJCCI in the short span of time and briefly explained the objective of
delegation visit to Islamabad in first week of January 2013.
Mr. Alkozai also shed light on Call-On Meeting of PAJCCI Board and high ranking
governmental officials both from Pakistan and Afghanistan with H. E Raja Pervez Ashraf,
Pakistani Prime Minister. He stated that during the meeting he informed Prime Minister
about challenges faced that are affecting bilateral business relationships especially where
nearly 3000 Afghan containers were stranded at Pakistan's soil since long. Honorable
Prime Minister took immediate notice of the complaint and instructed relevant ministries
to facilitate the traders in resolution of this problem and ensure release of Afghan Goods
within 10 days.
H.E. Prime Minister also acknowledged the role of PAJCCI in the short span of time and
appreciated both Afghani and Pakistani private sector for initiating and creating such
unique chamber. Additionally, he also assured support of Pakistani Government towards
endeavors of PAJCCI.
He further announced that Afghani traders will be exempted from visa registration by
police and Pakistan will also accelerate development of Quetta - Chaman Road for the
facilitation of business community across the border.
H.E. Ambassador of Pakistan to Afghanistan also assured that Pakistani embassies and
consulates to Afghanistan will issue 6-months’ multiple visit visas to those Afghan traders
who will be recommended by PAJCCI. On the other hand, Afghanistan Ambassador to
Pakistan assured reciprocity and agreed to provide the same facility to Pakistani traders.
He further added that they may also issue one-year multiple visas for prominent
businessmen on recommendation of PAJCCI.
Mr. Alkozai also referred that during the visit, board members of PAJCCI also attended the
fourth board meeting on 1st January, 2013 at Islamabad. It is mentionable, that third
board meeting was held on 9th October, 2012 at Kabul, second meeting on 16th July, 2012
at Karachi and first meeting was conducted on 13th March, 2012 at Karachi.
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Mr. Alkozai also informed the press that during 3rd board meeting, members of both
Chapters after thorough deliberations successfully agreed on several pending issues
related to APTTA. They even got assertion from Ministry of Commerce, Government of
Pakistan, allowing Afghan trucks to reach Wagah Border, India.
He also informed press about proceeding of PAJCCI's high level Economic Co-operation
Conference with the theme of 'Dividends of Peace and Governance' held at Islamabad on
January 2, 2013. The conference received overwhelming response from Private Sector
and officials from various ministries participated as speakers on the platform and
deliberated upon recent economic and investment based issues and related progress
across the border.
From Afghanistan, hi-level delegation included Mr. Mozammil Shinwari, Deputy Minister
for Commerce and Industries, Mr. Wafiullah Iftikhar, CEO - AISA, Mr. Wahidullah Waissi,
Director Economic Affairs - MoFA, Mr. AhmadShah Zamanzai, Director General Ministry of
Finance and Mr. Muhammad Aimal Marjan, Director General- Ministry of ICTAfghanistan.
During press conference, Mr. Alkozai also elaborated on the interests shown by Turkish
and Tajikistan Ambassadors in collaborating with PAJCCI by forming tri-lateral
arrangements in future.
The press conference was concluded with the Question- Answer session.
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Picture Gallery
PAJCCI delegation led by
Engr. Daroo Khan Achakzai,
Vice President visited Torkham
Border on September 7, 2012

Press Conference for Trade Delegation Visit on October 6, 2012

Mr. Muhammad Zubair Motiwala, President PAJCCI
met representatives from US Consulate and
USAID in Kabul on October 8, 2012

Marc Schliefer, Sr. Program Officer - CIPE meeting
with Muhammad Zubair Motiwala, President PAJCCI
on October 22, 2012 at SBoI office

Marc Schliefer, Sr. Program Officer - CIPE
visited PAJCCI Secretariat Pakistan
Chapter on October 23, 2012

H.E. Istvan Szabo, Ambassador of Hungary
visited PAJCCI Secretariat Pakistan
Chapter on December 5, 2012

H.E. Emilian Ion, Ambassador of Romania
visited PAJCCI Secretariat Pakistan
Chapter on December 7, 2012

4th Board Meeting of PAJCCI
at Islamabad on January 1, 2013
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Picture Gallery

Glimpses from Official Dinner of PAJCCI in Islamabad on January 1, 2013

Glimpses from Economic Cooperation Conference of PAJCCI in Islamabad
on January 2, 2013
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